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Distance-Transitive Graphs of Valency 5, 6 and 7 
I. A. FARADJEV, A. A. IVANOV AND A. v. IVANOV 
Distance-transitive graphs of valency 5, 6 and 7 are classified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs in question are undirected, connected, finite without loops and multiple 
edges. Vertex set, edge set and automorphism group of graph r will be denoted by V(F), 
E(r) and Aut(F), respectively. The distance between vertices x, u E V(r) which is by 
definition the length of a shortest path connecting this vertices will be denoted by a(x, u). 
The diameter of r will be denoted by d. The girth of r is the length of its shortest circle. 
r is called distance-transitive ( d.t.g.) if for each s, 1.;;; s.;;; d the group Aut(r) acts 
transitively on the set of ordered pairs ( x, u) of vertices such that a( x, u) = s. 
For 0.;;; s.;;; d and X E V(r) define rs(x) = {u: a(x, u) = s}. A graph r is called distance­
regular (d.r.g.) if it is regular of valency k and for any vertices x, u E V(r) such that 
a(x, u) = s the following numbers 
Cs = IFs-l(x) (\ rl(u)l. 
as= !Fs(x) (\ rl(u)l. 
bs = IFs+l(x) n rl(u)l, O.s;s.s;d-1 
depend only on s and not on the particular choice of x and u. It is clear that in this case 
we have b0 = k, a0 = 0, c1 = 1. The set of parameters 
1 
(1.1) 
is called the intersection array of the d.r.g. r. From the regularity of r we have as = 
k- bs- cs for I.;; s.;;; d -1 and ad = k- cd. So the following reduced form of the intersec­
tion array could be used. 
(1.2) 
All d.t.g. are d.r.g. The converse is not true in general. In details the theory of d.t.g. 
and d.r.g. can be found in [1] and [3]. 
D.r.g. which are also known as P-polynomial association schemes have numerous 
applications in algebraic coding theory and design theory [27]. Many known codes have 
been constructed by means of d.r.g. and strongly regular graphs, which are d.r.g. of 
diameter 2. For many of the known finite simple groups their 'natural' permutation 
representations are actions on the vertex sets of certain d.t.g. From this point of view the 
most interesting graphs are d.t.g. with primitive actions of automorphism groups on the 
vertex sets. Such graphs are called automorphic (a.g.). 
The interest in d.r.g. and d.t.g. leads to the importance of the classification problem 
for such graphs with given valency k. We shall say that an intersection array is feasible 
if it corresponds to some d.r.g. It is natural to find at first all feasible intersection arrays 
for a given valency k and then to construct all corresponding d.r.g. The first step of this 
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approach requires a large amount of calculations and it is reasonable to use a computer 
for their realization. 
For k = 2 the problem is trivial. The complete list of d.t.g. for valency 3 was found by 
N. Biggs and D. H. Smith [7] and for valency 4 by D. H. Smith [34-36]. N. Biggs in his 
investigation of a.g. of valency k ~ 13 and diameter d ~ 5 [5] posed the problem of the 
existence of 11 a.g. with given intersection arrays. The exhaustive answer to this problem 
which was given independently in [ 41, 42] and [9, 12, 20] has completed the description 
of a.g. for the above range of k and d (see [6] fork~ 13, d =3). A. Gardiner [17] has 
classified without computer the d.t.g. of valency 4, 5 and 6 with girth 3. 
The algorithm for listing all intersection arrays of d.t.g. for given valency k is described 
in Section 5 of the paper. In this algorithm a number of feasibility conditions are tested. 
Some of these conditions were known before but some are new (see [24, 25] and section 
3 of the paper). The recent results on edge-transitive graphs [19, 38, 39] enable us to 
describe all d.t.g. of valency 5, 6 and 7. In particular holds the 
THEOREM 1.1. There are exactly 14, 24 and 14 isomorphism classes ofd.t.g. of valency 
5, 6 and 7, respectively. 
Finally the authors express their gratitude to A. E. Brouwer who has read the manuscript 
carefully and has pointed out several points for improvement in Proposition 3.3. 
2. THE BAsic PROPERTIES oF d.r.g. 
Let us summarize the known feasibility conditions which are tested in the algorithm 
described in Section 5. The greater part of the proofs can be found in [3]. 
In what follows r is a d.r.g. of valency k ~ 3, diameter d with n vertices and intersection 
array i(r). Let ks be /Fs(x)/ for x E V(r), 1~ s ~d. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The numbers ks = (k · b1 • • • • • bs_ 1)/( c2 • c3 • • • • • Cs) are positive 
integers. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) ks· as=0(mod2); (b) n· k=0(mod2). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (16). If Cs > b1 then d < s + t. 
It is easy to check that if c2 = 1 then for any vertex x E V(F) the subgraph induced by 
F1(x) is isomorphic to the disjoint union of complete subgraphs on I vertices, where 
I= a1 + 1. So holds the following 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If c2 = 1 then a 1 +1 divides k. 
We shall use the following notation: 
,:, 1 = #{wE V(r): a(w, x) = s, a(u, w) = t} 
whenever a( U, X) = r. 
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LEMMA 2.6. The numbers ,.:,, do not depend on the particular choice of vertices x, u and 
satisfy the following relations 
,.:,, = 'Y~,s; 'Y~,t = 8,,; 'Y~,r-1 = c,; 'Y~,r =a,; 'Y~,r+i =b., (2.1) 
PROOF. Relations (2.1) follow immediately from the definition. To prove (2.2) for a 
fixed pair (x, u) of vertices at the distance r count the number of pairs ( v, w) such that 
a( x, v) = s, a( v, w) = 1, a( w, u) = t in two ways. 
By means of the recurrence (2.2) the numbers ,.:,, could be calculated successively by 
increasing the value of m = s + t + r. It follows from (2.2) that ,.:,, depends only on values 
ofaq, bq, cq for q,;:;min{d,[m/2]}. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The numbers,.:,,, O,;:; s, t, r,;:; dare nonnegative integers. 
LEMMA 2.8. The adjacency matrix M of the graph r has exactly d +1 distinct real 
eigenvalues A0 , A~o ... , Ad. Each Ai is an eigenvalue of the matrix B= II'Y~.,II<d+I)x(d+l)· 
We shall say that a vector ~is standard if the first entry of~ is 1. Let ~(AJ and '(Ai) 
be the standard left and right eigenvectors of the matrix B corresponding to eigenvalue Aj. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The multiplicity of Ai as an eigenvalue of M is positive integer and 
is equal to 
o,;:; i,;:; d. 
For a graph F and s E {0, 1, ... , d} we define the graph rs by the following rule: 
V(Fs) = V(r), E(Fs) = {(x, u): a(x, u) = s in r}. By investigation of the connectivity of 
the graphs rs we come to natural generalization of Smith's [33] results. We shall call a 
graph T antipodal if any of tWO vertices in the set {X} U Td (X) are at the distance d from 
each other. The set {x}urd(x) is called in this case the antipodal block of r. 
LEMMA 2.10. If the set {r'}~=I contains disconnected graphs then at least one of the 
following holds 
(a) as = 0 for 0,;:; s ,;:; d, r is bipartite and F 2 is disconnected; 
(b) 'Y~d = 0 for 1,;:; s,;:; d -1, r is antipodal and rd is disconnected. 
Let r be a bipartite d.r.g. with partition V(r) = V1 u V2 • The subgraph .1j of F 2 induced 
by the set V; is called a halved graph of r for i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 2.11. The graphs .1 1 and .12 are d.r.g. of diameter D=[d/2] with the same 
intersection array 
{bb, b;, ... , b~_ 1 ; 1, c~, ... , c~}. (2.3) 
Let r be an antipodal d.r.g. of diameter d;;;. 3. We consider the graph f in which 
V(f) = {x: x = {x}u rd(x)}, (x, ii) is an edge if and only if there is an edge of r between 
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:i and ii. f is called the derived graph of r. In this case r is called the /-fold antipodal 
covering off, where 1= l{x} u rd (x )I and denoted by I. f. 
LEMMA 2.12. The graph f is d.r.g. of diameter D = [d/2] with the intersection array 
{k, iil' ... ' iiv-J; 1, c2, ... ' cv}, (2.4) 
where Cs = Cs and iis = bs for 0.;; s.;; D -1; Cv = bv +Cv if d is even and Cv = cv if d is odd. 
If r is d.t.g. then .J 1 , .J2 and f are also d.t.g. The converse is not generally true. 
In ·the theory of d.r.g.'s, the ·following intersection arrays are very important. 
Ld(s, t, c)= {s(t+ 1), st, ... , st; 1, 1, ... , c} 
where d is the diameter of the corresponding graph. 
For s = c = 1 such graphs are known as Moore graphs while for s = 1, c = t + 1 they are 
known as generalized d-gons. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let r be a Moore graph of valency k ~ 3 and diameter d ~ 2. Then 
d = 2 and k E {3, 7, 57}. If moreover, r is d. t.g. then k E {3, 7} and both possibilities for k 
are realized. 
If k = 3, r is Petersen's graph, i.e. 0 3 . If k = 7, r is the Hoffman-Singleton graph (see 
[3]). In both cases the corresponding graphs are unique. 
A generalized d-gon is bipartite graph. Its halved graphs have intersection array 
L[d;21 (t, t, t+1). A generalized 2-gon is a complete bipartite graph. A generalized 3-gon 
is the Levi graph of projective plane. Examples of generalized 4- and 6-gons arise from 
the parabolic geometries [37] of Chevalley groups Bipm) and G 2(pm), respectively. In 
such graphs t = pm, p is a prime, .J 1 and .J2 are d.t.g. Moreover it is known that .J 1 and 
.J2 are isomorphic if and only if p = d/2. If p = d/2 then r is d.t.g. 
PROPOSITION 2.14 [14, 18, 23, 40]. Let r be a generalized d-gon with intersection array 
Ld(l,t,t+l), t>1, d>2, thendE{3,4,6}. Moreover 
(a) ifd = 3 and r is d.t.g. then t = pm and r is the Levi graph of the Desarguesian projective 
plane over GF(pm); 
(b) if d = 4 (resp. d = 6) and the graphs .Jt. .J2 are d.t.g. then t = pm and r is the graph of 
parabolic geometries in the Chevalley group B2(pm) (resp. G2(pm)). 
PROPOSITION 2.15 [30, 31]. Let r be a d.r.g. with intersection array LAs, t, c) and t > 1. 
Then 
(a) if s = 1, c =2 then d.;; 3 and ford= 3 the valency of r is equal to a· (a+ 1)/2+ 1, 
where a E {1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 17, 27, 38, 82, 115, 557}; 
(b) if c = s + 1 then either d is even or d .;; 7. 
It is worth being mentioned that other feasibility conditions are known. For example 
the Krein condition [1, p. 69] and the absolute bound condition [1, p. 85]. Graphs having 
intersection arrays of the form Ld(s, t, c) have also been investigated by E. Bannai and 
T. Ito, R. Damerell and M. Georgiacodis and F. Fuglister (see references in [1]). But we 
do not make use of these results in the algorithm. 
3. THE CHARACTERISTIC MATRICES 
In this section we introduce the notion of characteristic matrix for d.r.g. and prove 
with its aid some new feasibility conditions for intersection arrays of d.r.g. 
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For an arbitrary vertex X of a d.r.g. r let r.(x) = {y., Y2. 'Yk} be the set of its0 0 0 
neighbours in r. For u E V(r), u ~ x andj E {1, 2, ... , k} define aj(u) = a(u, yJ -a(u, x). 
The vector ax(u) = (a~(u), ... , a~(u)) is called the characteristic vector of the vertex u 
in respect to the vertex x. It follows from the definition of d.r.g. that if a( u, x) = s, then 
exactly Cs coordinates of the vector ax ( u) are equal to -1, as to 0 and bs to 1. Let (u, x) 
be an ordered pair of vertices in r such that a(u, x) = s. Denote by As(u, x) the matrix 
the rows of which are characteristic vectors of all neighbours of the vertex u in respect 
to the vertex x. So As ( u, x) is a square matrix of order k with rows marked by the vertices 
Zi E T1( U ), 1 ~ i ~ k and columns marked by the vertices yj E T1(X), 1~ j ~ k. The element 
eij of this matrix is equal to aj(zJ. As(u, x) is called the characteristic matrix of the vertex 
u in respect to the vertex x. 
The matrix As( u, x) has a very convenient form if the neighbours of the vertices u and 
x are ordered in such a way that the sequences {a~(u)}7~ 1 and {aj(x)}J~ 1 are nondecreas­
ing. If so the matrix As(u, x) could be divided into blocks A1m, I, m = 1, 2, 3: 
(3.1) 
where A11 , A22 , A33 are square matrices of order c., as and b., respectively. 
In what follows we assume that all characteristic matrices are in the form (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let As(u, x) be written in the form (3.1). Then the matrix As(x, u) have 
the form 
A12 A13)T ( 0 1 2)
A22 A23 + -1 0 1 . (3.2) 
A32 A33 -2 -1 0 
PROOF. Let As(u,x)=lleijllkxk; As(x,u)=ileijllkxk· By definition eii=aj(zJ= 
a(zj, yJ- a(zj, x); e}i = a~(yj) = a(yj, zJ- a(yh u). Therefore eij- e}i = a(yj, u) -a(zj, x). 
With the given orders on rows and columns the difference eii- ej; depends only on the 
particular block containing eij· This difference is in accordance with the equality (3.2). 
The values of elements in the matrix As(x, u) are -1,0 and 1. So we have the following 
consequence of (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.2. The blocks A13 and A31 of the characteristic matrix A.(u, x) consist only 
of 1s and -1s, respectively. Moreover -1s are absent in the blocks A 12 and A23 while 1s 
are absent in the blocks A21 and A32 • 
The following version of Proposition 3.3 was suggested to the authors by A. E. Brouwer. 
Notice that in the algorithm an initial version is tested. The latter assumes that as-t = 0 
in (a), as+l = 0 in (b) and as-l = as+l = 0 in (c). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Jf as~ 0 then 
(a) Cs ~as+ as-t · cj a., and if equality holds and S < d then as+t;;;. as; 
0(b) bs ~ as + as+ I bsI as' and if equality holds then as-l ;;;. as ; 
(c) bs + Cs ~as+ as+t · bs/ as+ as-t · Cs/ a., and if equality holds and S < d then as+t ~as 
and as-l ~as. 
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PROOF. Let x, u E V(F) and a(x, u) = s. Let m;j denote the number of zero elements 
in the block A;j of the matrix As(x, u ), 1~ i, j ~ 3. By Lemma 3.2 m13 = m31 =0. It easy 
follows from the definition of As(x, u) that 
Cs · as-!= mu + mn, (3.3) 
a;= m 21 + m22+ m23, (3.4) 
(3.5) 
By Lemma 3.1 one has 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The substitution of (3.6) in (3.3) and (3.7) in (3.5) gives 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
From (3.8), (3.9) and (3.4) we obtain 
Cs ·as-!= Cs ·as -a;+ mu + m22+ m23, (3.10) 
bs. as+!= bs. as- a;+ m2! + m22+ m33• (3.11) 
Cs . as-! + bs . as+ 1 = Cs . as + bs . as - a;+ m11 + m22 + m33 • (3.12) 
Inequalities (a)-(c) now follow from (3.10)-(3.12), respectively, since m;j are all nonnega­
tive and as .,r:. 0. 
If equality holds in (a) then m 23 =0 and by (3.9) m 33 = bs(as+!- as);;.: 0. So as+!;;.: as. 
If equality holds in (b) then m21 = 0 and by (3.8) m11 =c.(as-!- as);;.: 0. So as-!;;.: as. 
Finally equality in (c) implies that m 11 = m 33 = 0. Then by (3.8) m 21 = cs(as- as-1);;.: 0 
and by (3.9) m23 = bs( as- as+1);;.: 0. Hence as- 1 ~as and as+!~ as. 
It is worth mentioning that the particular case of the Proposition 3.3 (a) for s = 1 was 
proved in [5, p. 120]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let UE Fs(X) and V E Fs+r(X) such that a( u, V) = t, then aj( V) ~ aj( U) for 
allj E {1, 2, ... , k}. 
PROOF. Let ( w0 = u, w1 , ••• , w,_ 1 , w, = v) be a shortest path connecting the vertices 
U and V. It follOWS from the condition on U and V that W; E Fs+i(X) for 0 ~ i ~ t. Therefore 
the characteristic vector ax( w;_ 1) is contained in the union of the blocks A11 , A12 and 
A13 of the matrix As+;( W;, x ). Then the inequality aj( w;) ~ aj( W;_ 1) follows directly from 
Lemma 3.2. 
As immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 we obtain the following well known 
inequalities on the intersection numbers (Proposition 2.2): 
(3.13) 
LEMMA 3.5. If in the hypothesis ofLemma 3.4 the equality (c., a., bs) = (cs+r• as+r• bs+r) 
holds then ax(u) = ax(v). 
PROOF. The proof immediately follows from Lemma 3.4. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let u, V E T5 (X ), a( u, v) = 1. Then 
(a) if (cs-1> a5 _., b5 _ 1) =(c., a., b5 ) then the positions of -1s in the vectnrs ax(u) and 
ax( v) coincide; 
(b) if (Cs+ 1> as+l> bs+ 1) = (C., a., bs) then the positions of 1S in the vectors ax (U) and ax (V) 
coincide; 
(c) if (cs-1> as-1' bs-1) =(c., a., bs) = (cs+1' as+1' bs+1) then ax(u) = ax(v). 
PROOF. In case (a), by Lemma 3.5 the matrix A 5 (u, x) has the following form 
As the same is true for the matrix As(x, u) we conclude by Lemma 3.2 that the block A21 
of the matrix As(u, x) consists of -1s only. Therefore o:j( v) = -1 iff o:j(u) = -1 and case 
(a) is proved. In case (b) by the same arguments we conclude that the block A23 of the 
matrix As(u, x) consists of 1s only. Finally case (c) follows from the previous cases and 
the fact that o:j(u) E { -1, 0, 1}. 
To solve the enumeration problem for intersection arrays of d.r.g. and d.t.g. with given 
valency kit is necessary to bound the diameter of possible graphs. By (3.13) the columns 
of an intersection array are lexicographically ordered. Moreover there are at most e 
different columns in such an array. Thus it is sufficient to prove that the length of any 
invariable section in intersection array is bounded by some function of k. 
Throughout this section we assume that the following holds for some s > 1. 
(3.14) 
It was shown by one of the authors in [24] that (3.14) implies t < s. The development 
of the methods used in [24] enable one to get some correlations between the intersection 
numbers in i(T). These correlations could be regarded as new feasibility conditions on 
intersection arrays. 
In the above notations the following holds: 
LEMMA 3.7. Let x, z be a pair of vertices such that a( x, z) = s - 1. Then modulo replace­
ment of x and z one of the following propositions holds: 
(a) there is a pair w~> w2 of neighbours of the vertex z such that a(w;, x) = s fori= 1, 2 
and ax( w1) ~ax(w2). 
{b) bs = bs-1> C5 ;;;-,: Cs-1 + bs-1> d <2s -1; 
(c) d=s. 
PROOF. If (a) is false then the last b5 _ 1 rows (columns) of the matrix A5 _ 1(z, x) 
coincide. Hence elements in the block A33 of this matrix are constant. If these elements 
are equal to 0 or -1 then the last b5 _ 1 rows of the matrix A5 _ 1(z, x) do not contain 1s. 
Therefore bs = 0, d = s and (c) holds. If all elements in A33 are equal to 1 then bs ;;;-,: bs-I 
and in view of Proposition 2.2 bs = bs-1· Since ( Cs-1> as-1> bs-1) ~ (c., a., bs), the equality 
bs = bs-I implies C > C_ 1. So there is a column in the matrix A5 _ 1(z, x) crossing the block 
A32 , the last bs-I components of which are equal to -1. By Lemma 3.1 there is a row of 
the matrix A5 _ 1(x, z), corresponding to this column which contains only Os in the last 
bs-I components. By Lemma 3.2 all b5 _ 1 1s of this row are in the columns of a set F, 
IFI = bs-1· 
5 5 
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Let's consider the corresponding set F of rows of the matrix As_1(z, x). A row from 
this set contains at least one unit in the block A22 • Therefore it contains at least one zero 
in the block A23 • However as (a) is not true, the last bs~ 1 rows of the matrix As_1(z, x) 
are identical. Therefore the last bs-t components of each row from the set F are equal 
to 0. By application of Lemma 3.2 once more we conclude that the columns of the matrix 
As-t (x, z) from the set F contain only -1s in the last bs-t components. Now we count 
the totality of -1s in a row crossing the block A31 • There are es-t such -1s in the block 
A31 and at least b5 _ 1 ones in the crossing with columns from the set F. By definition there 
are exactly Cs such -1s in this row. Hence the inequality cs ~es-t+ bs-t holds. By 
Proposition 2.4 we haVe d < 2s - 1. 
In suitable numbering of rows and columns of the matrix As-t (z, x) the proof of Lemma 
3.7 could be illustrated in the following way: 
I F :i 
: 1 I I ·I ol 
I I I ·I
-----;-----,----­
1 I : :: 1 
I I I •1 
I I ___ J ______~L------
I I 1 'I 
I I I 'I 
I I I 'I 
I I 
I I 
_____ J _____~----- : 1· ··do··· oI ,I 
1 I I ,I 
I .1: -1 : I .1 
---~-------~------
-1 : : 1 1 •I 
I I I •I 
: -1 : I •I 
-1 : :: 1 
F 
I 
: I 1 I :I I , I 
I I 
I 
I • I 
------L----L----- -----L----·-L--­1 • I1 I 
I • I 
: 1 : I ·I 





: 1 : I I 'I 'I 
........... ~.......... ........... I 'I~ 
-----1-----'-1--­-----~-----r----- 1 'I1 I 
-1 : : 1 -1 : -1 :: 1 
I , I 
Hence Cs ~es-t+ bs-t and d < 2s -1. 
So the diameter of a d.r.g. is bounded by 2s -1 if the conclusion (a) of Lemma 3.7 
does not hold. 
Let the conclusion (a) of Lemma 3.7 hold. Denote by am the minimal distance between 
vertices from Ts(X) whose characteristic Vectors in respect to X are different: am= 
min a(u, v) for u, v E rs(x), ax(u) ,e ax(v). In view of Lemma 3.7 we will assume that 
am,;;;;2, Let u, VETs(x), ax(u);eax(v), a(u, v)=am. 
LEMMA 3.8. There is some i E {1, 2, ... , k}, such that a:(u) = -1, a:( v) ~ 0. 
PROOF. Suppose, to the contrary that a:( u) = -1 implies a:( v) = -1 for all 1,;;;; i,;;;; k. 
If am= 1 then by Lemma 3.6 (b) af(v) = 1 implies af(u) = 1 and ax(u) = ax(v). Let 
am= 2. Consider a vertex z from T5 _ 1(x) which is common neighbour of the vertices u 
and v. For a vertex wE rl(z) n rs(x) let As{ w, x) be the characteristic matrix of w in 
respect to x. As am = 2, the characteristic vectors of all neighbours of the vertex w which 





As(w,x)= -1 0 1. 
( 
-1 0 1 
The vector ax(z) is one of the first cs rows of the matrix As(w, x). As 1s are absent in 
the block A12 of the matrix As(w,x) we have a~(w)E{1, -1} whenever a~(z)=1 for all 
1,;;; i,;;; k. Since w is arbitrary, the block A33 of the matrix As-I (z, x) does not contain Os. 
The characteristic vectors ax(u) and ax(v) are among the last bs-I rows of the matrix 
As_1(z, x). Since the block A33 of this matrix does not contain Os, by Lemma 3.2 the 
positions of 1s in the vectors ax(u) and ax(v) coincide. Hence ax(u) = ax(v), con­
tradiction. 
Let WEF,(v)nrs+r(x). Then by Lemma 3.5 ax(w)=ax(v), in particular ax(w);t' 
ax(u). Consider a shortest path W = ( w0 = u, wh ... , Wq = w) between the vertices u and w. 
LEMMA 3.9. (a) q = t+am; (b) if am= 1 then WI E Fs(X). 
PROOF. By definition q =a(u, w), so q,;;; a( u, v) +a( v, w) =am+ t. Suppose that q = t. 
Then W; E rs+i(x), o,;;; j,;;; q and by Lemma 3.5 ax(u) =ax( w), contradiction. So q ~ t+ 1 
and conclusion (a) is proved for the case am= 1. Let q = t+ 1. Then wj, Wj+I E rs+j(x) for 
somej, O,;;;j,;;;t. Lemma 3.5 gives ax(w)=ax(u) and ax(wj+1)=ax(w), therefore 
ax( wj) ;t' ax( wj+1). We consider the following three cases: 
1. O<j<t, then by Lemma 3.6 (c) ax(wJ=ax(wj+I), contradiction; 
2. j = 0, then am = 1; 
3. j = t. In this case by Lemma 3.6 (a) the characteristic vectors ax( w) and ax( wj+I) 
coincide in -1s, hence the vectors ax(u) and ax(v) also coincide in -1s. By Lemma 3.8 
this implies ax(u) =ax( v ). This contradicts the assumption on u and v. Thus for am= 2 
we have q = t +2 and (a) holds. If am= 1 then the case 2 of the above holds. This proves 
the conclusion (b). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. If (3.4) is true, then one of the following holds: 
(1) am=1, b,~bs+Cs-1> as~Cr+I> bs-I~bs+ct+l> moreover (a) ifcs<Cs-I+Ct+l> then 
b, ~ bs +Cs; (b) if Cs < Cs-1 + Cr+I and Ct+I +at+I> as then Cs+t+I ~ Cs + Cr+I; 
(2) am= 2, Cs ~ Cs-1 + Cr+I; bs-I ~ 2, as,;;; as-!, moreover ifCs < Cs-1 + Cr+2 then Cs+t+I ~ Cs + 1 
and cr+2~ 2cr+I ; 
(3) bs = bs-1> bs-I,;;; as-!> Cs ~ Cs-1 + bs-I; d < 2s -1; 
(4) d = s. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we assume that the conclusion (a) of Lemma 3.7 
holds. Then a( u, v) =am,;;; 2 and by Lemma 3.8 for some vertex y Erl (x) we have 
a(y, u) = s -1, a(y, v) ~ s. By Lemma 3.5 the equality ax( v) =ax(W;) implies a(y, W;) ~ s + i. 
Let T = rl (u) n rs-2(y ). It is clear that T ~ rs-I (x) and ITl = Cs-1· 
We begin with the case am= a( u, v) = 1. Let Q = F1(u) n Fs+I (x ). By the definition of 
d.r.g. IQl = bs holds. Claim: Q, T ~ rl (u) n ri+A w;) for 0,;;; i,;;; t- 1. If so in view of 
TnQ=0 we have the first inequality in (1). By Lemma 3.6 a(w;,r)=i+2 for all 
0,;;; i,;;; t -1 whenever r E Q. So Q ~ F1(u) n rr+A w;). If a( w;, z),;;; i + 1 for some z E T then 
a(y, W;) ,;;; a( w;, z) +a(z, y) = s + i - 1. This contradicts the inequality a( w;, y) ~ s + i. 
By Lemma 3.6 the set P;=F1(u)nF;(w;) is contained in Fs(x) for O,;;;i,;;;t, hence 
as~ Cr+I. It is clear that ax ( z) = ax (W;) holds for all z E P,. So the column in the block 
A21 of the matrix As(u, x), corresponding to the vertex y contains at least c,+1 zeros. By 
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Lemma 3.1 there is a row in the block A12 of the matrix As(x, u) at least c,+1components 
of which are equal to 1. In view of Lemma 3.2 this implies bs-l:;;.: bs + Cr+J· We claim that 
if am= 1 then there is a pair of adjacent vertices in Ts(X) having no more than Cs- Cr+l 
con:tmon -1s in characteristic vectors in respect to u. Really, if wE P, then the vectors 
ax(u) and ax(w) coincide in 1s (Lemma 3.6) and differ in -1s (Lemma 3.8). Moreover 
the characteristic vectors of all vertices in P, coincide. Therefore there is a column in the 
block A22 of the matrix A.( u, x) at least c,+1components of which are equal to -1. These 
-1s are in a row of the block A22 of the matrix As(x, u) (Lemma 3.1). So there is a 
neighbour y of the vertex x such that l{j Iaj(y) = -1, aj(x) = 0}1:;;.: Cr+J· Hence au(x) and 
au (y) have no more than cs - c,+1common -1s. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that the vectors ax(u) and ax(v) possess the same property. 
Let the set R = T 1(u) n Fs_ 1(x) n r,+1(w,) be nonempty. Then by Lemma 3.4 we con­
clude that the vectors ax(u) and ax(v) have at least cs-l common -1s. Hence the 
inequality Cs- Cr+l:;;.: Cs-1 holds. If this inequality is false, then R = 0 and s = r!(u) n 
rs-!(x) <;; ri+2( w;). However s n Q = 0 and lSI= c., hence b,:;;.: bs + Cs. In this case ai+! 
vertices from T 1(u)nT;+ 1(w;) and ci+1 vertices from T 1(u)nT;(w;) are in rs(x). So the 
inequality a;+1+ ci+1,;;; as holds for 0,;;; i,;;; t -1. If this inequality is not true for i = t then 
at least one vertex z from T 1(u)nT,(w,) is in rs+ 1(x) and some shortest path from z to 
w, passes through a vertex r E rs+r+ 1(x). By Lemma 3.4 aj(r),;;; aj(z),;;; aj(u) and aj(r),;;; 
aj( v ). Hence aj(q) = -1 implies aj(r) = -1 for q = u, v. Since there are at most Cs- c,+1 
common -1s in the vectors ax(u) and ax(v) the inequality cs+r+l;;.cs+c,+1 holds. 
Let am = a( u, v) = 2. It is clear that in this case bs-! :;;.: 2. By Lemma 3.9 the set P; = T 1(u) n 
Ti+ 1(w;) is contained in rs_ 1(x) for 1 ,;;; i,;;; t- 1. Claim: T n P; = 0. If not there is a vertex 
z E P; n T and a(y, w;),;;; a(y, z) +a( z, w;) = s + i -1. This contradicts the inequality 
a(y, w;):;;.: s + i. Hence Cs = ITI(u) n rs-!(x)l ;;.I Tl + IP;I = Cs-1 + ci+2 for 1,;;; i,;;; t -1. 
Suppose that as> as-!· Then there is at least one unit in the block A 12 of the matrix 
As(u, x). Therefore at least one zero is in the block A21 of the matrix As(x, u) (Lemma 
3.1). This is in contradiction with am= 2. 
The inequality cs:;;.: cs-l + C;+2 , which was proved for 1,;;; i,;;; t -1 could be false when 
i = t. In this case the vertices u and w, are connected by a path of length t + 2, passing 
through a vertex r E rs+ r+1(x). Arguing as in the previous case and counting the -1s in 
the vector ax (r) we get the inequality Cs+ t+ I :;;.: Cs + 1. Thus a( u, w,) = t + 2. Let zl E rl (u) n 
T,+l( w,) n Ts_ 1(x); z2 E T1(u) n T,+1(w,) n Ts+ 1(x). Set U; = T1(w,) n T,(z;) for i = 1, 2. It 
is clear that (U1u U2 )c;;T1(w,)nT,+ 1(u) and U1n U2 = 0. Hence ct+2;;.:IU1I+IU21= 
2 · c,+J· This completes the proof. 
Let r be the minimal number such that ( c, a, br) ¥- (c1, a1, b1) and r:;;.: 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let (3.14) hold. Then 
(a) if Cs = 1 then t,;;; r -1, moreover if t = r -1 then cs+r+l > 1; 
(b) if bs = 1 and d > s + t + 1 then t,;;; r- 1, moreover if t = r- 1 then bs-l > 1. 
PROOF. Let Cs = 1. In this case as> as-! and am = 1. Suppose that t > r -1. By Lemma 
3.8 for a vertex uETs(x) there is a vertex w1ETs(x)nT1(u) such that aj(u)=O while 
aj(w1)=-1 for some 1,;;;j,;;;k Pick a vertex v1ETr_1(w1)nrs+r-1(x). Then a(u, v1)= r. 
It follows from the definition of r and the condition cr = 1 that thete is a vertex v2 such 
that a( V~o Vz) = 1, a( Vz, U) = r, a( Vz, W1) > r- 1. Simple arguments ShOWS that Vz E Ts+ r-1 (X) 
and the unique vertex w2 ET1(u)nrr_ 1(v2 ) is in the set rs(x) [Figure 1(a)]. The vectors 
ax( v1) and ax( v2 ) coincide in -1s [Lemma 3.6 (a)]. Therefore aj( w2) = aj( v2 ) = aj(v1) = 
aj(w1)=-l. So cs=ITs_ 1 (yi)nT1 (u)l;;.l{w~o w2}1=2, contradiction. If t=r-1 then the 
vertex Vz is Contained in Ts+t+!(x) and has at least tWO neighbours in Ts+r(X), hence 
Cs+t+! > 1. 
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FIGURE 1. 
Let bs = 1 and u E rs+t(x). Claim: there are a vertex Wt E rl(u) n rs+t(x) and an integer 
j, 1~j ~ k such that aj( u) = 0, aj( w1) = 1. Really, the characteristic vectors in respect to 
the vertex x of all neighbours of the vertex u which are in rs+r(x) coincide with the 
vector ax(u) in -1s [Lemma 3.6 (a)]. If they coincide in 1s too, then the matrix As(u, x) 
has the following form: 
-1 0 
As(u, x) = -1 0 1 ) . 
( 
-1 0 A33 
Since bs+r = bs = 1, A 33 is a 1 by 1 matrix. If A33 = 1 then we get a contradiction with (3.4). 
If A33 E{0,-1} then d=s+t+1. Arguing as in the case (a) we come to Figure 1(b). 
If s+t-r+1;;.s then the vectors ax(v1) and ax(v2) coincide in 1s. In this case we 
have aj( Wz) = aj( Vz) = aj( Vt) = aj( Wt) = 1 and bs+t =ITt( u) n rs+t+I (yj)i ;;.j{Wt. Wz}l = 2, 
contradiction. If t = r -1 then the vertex Vz is in rs-t (x) and bs-t > 1. 
4. SoME PROPERTIES OF EDGE-TRANSITIVE GRAPHS 
In the previous section it was shown that the upper bound of diameter d of d.r.g. r 
with valency k is determined by the minimal number r such that 
(4.1) 
The distance-transitive property is used essentially to estimate the value of r as function 
of k. 
Recall some definitions from [38]. 
Let r be an undirected graph. A S-path in r is a (s + 1)-tuple (xo, Xt. ... 'Xs) of vertices 
SUCh that X; E Tt (X;- I) if 1~ i ~ S and X;"¥- X;-2 if 2 ~ i ~ S. T is called s-transitive graph 
if its automorphism group acts transitively on the set of s-paths in r but intransitively 
on the set of (s+l)-paths. For each xE V(T) we denote by G(x) the stabilizer of x in 
G = Aut(T). If T is s-transitive for s;;;;. 2 then G(x) induces on T1(x) a doubly transitive 
permutation group denoted by (G(x), T 1(x)). 
PROPOSITION 4.1 [38, 39]. Let r be a finite, regular graph of valency k;;;;. 3 which is 
s-transitive for some s;;;;. 2 and (G(x ), T1(x)) is a known doubly transitive permutation 
group. Then the pair (s, t) correspond to some unshaded item ofFigure 2 and jG(x)l divides 
at least one of the numbers in this item. 
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NOTATION. In Figure 2, pis a prime, N 1(k)=k!(k-1)!; N 2(k)=k(k-1) 3(k-2f 
The last column corresponds to those values of k which do not appear in the previous 
columns. 
The list of doubly transitive permutation groups having degree k ,s; 20 can be found in 
[32]. Modulo the classification of finite simple groups all doubly transitive permutation 
groups are known. 
LEMMA 4.2 [38]. Ifr is as-transitive graph ofvalency k;?; 3 and girth g then s ,s; g/2 + 1. 
The following proposition establishes the relationship of s-transitivity and distance­
transitivity in graphs. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let r be a d. t.g. of valency k;?; 3 and ai = 0. Let r;?; 2 be the minimal 
number for which (4.1) holds. Then r is s-transitive and 
(a) S = r, if Cr = 1, 0 < ar < k - 1 ; 
(b) r -1 :E; s :E; r, if 1< Cr < k; 
(C) S = r+ 1, if Cr = 1, ar = k - 1 ; 
(d) S = r+ 1, if Cr = k. 
PROOF. Let r be a d.t.g. with C;=1 for 1:E;i:E;t and a;=O for 1:E;i:E;t-1. There is 
a natural bijection from the set of pairs (x, u) of vertices to the set of t-paths in r where 
t = a(x, u). Distance-transitivity of r implies that r is s-transitive for s;?; r in the cases 
(a), (c) and for s ;?; r- 1 in the cases (b), (d). From the definition of r it follows that the 
girth of r does not exceed 2r+l. By Lemma 4.2 we have s,s;r+l. In the cases (a), (b) 
r contains (r+ 1)-paths (xo, X~o ... 'Xr+i) and (yo, Y~o ..• 'Yr+i) such that a(xo, Xr+i)"" 
a(yo, Yr+i). So s < r+ 1 in both cases. If Cr = 1, ar = k -1 then r is a distance-transitive 
Moore graph. If Cr = k then r is a distance-transitive generalized polygon. All such graphs 
are known (cf. Section 2) and are s-transitive for s = r+ 1. 
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By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 if r is a d.t.g. with a1 = 0 then the value of r can be bounded. 
Let r be a d.t.g. with a1 ¥- 0 and r > 2. By Lemma 2.5 a clique in r contains a1 +2 vertices 
and any two distinct cliques contain at most one common vertex. Let .::1 be the clique 
graph of r. It is easy to check that r is the clique graph of ..1. If a1 + 1= k/2 then r is 
the line graph of its clique graph. N. Biggs [ 4] gives the complete description of d.t.g.'s 
which are line graphs. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let r be a d.r.g. which is the line graph of .::1. Then .::1 is either a Moore 
graph or a generalized polygon. r is d.t.g. iff .::1 is d.t.g. 
Let k = 6 and a1 = 1. Let us consider the graph E in which V(E) = V(r) u V(.::l); 
(x, K) is an edge for x E V(r), K E V(.::l) iff x E K. Then E is a regular cubic graph and 
since r is a d.t.g. E is edge-transitive. From the main result of [19] follows 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let r be a d.t.g. of valency 6 such that a1 = 1. Then the order of 
stabilizer G(x) ofa vertex x E V(r) in the group G =Aut(F) divides 27 • 3, in particular r.,;;;; 4. 
In view ofproposition 2.5 ifr;;;. 2 and k.,;;;; 7 all possibilities for a1 are covered by propositions 
4.3-4.5. So for valencies k in question we have r < 8. 
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
The algorithm for generation of all intersection arrays of d.t.g. with given valency k is 
based on the branch and bound method. The branching is carried by change of the values 
of b~o c2 , b2 , ••• , c., b., ... , ba-~o ca. Let the parameters in the formers -1 columns of 
the intersection array be fixed. We look over variants for the column numbers by decrease 
of C5 from k to C5 _ 1 and for a given C5 by increase of bs from 0 to min{ b5 _ 1 , k- C5 _ 1} (see 
Proposition 2.2). For each such variant we test the 'local' feasibility conditions which are 
formulated in Propositions 2.1, 2.3(a), 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 3.3, 3.10, 3.11, 4.4, 4.5 and in Proposition 
4.3 in view of 4.1. 
Let a variant satisfy all these conditions. If bs ¥- 0 then the process is continued and 
for fixed s columns we search the variants for the column number s + 1. If bs = 0 then 
d = s and the intersection array is constructed completely. In this case we test the 'global' 
conditions formulated in Propositions 2.3(b), 2.9, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15. If a constructed array 
corresponds to bipartite and/or antipodal graphs (Lemma 2.10) then we at first construct 
the intersection arrays (2.2) and/or (2.3) and test the 'global' conditions for such arrays. 
6. SURVEY OF GRAPHS 
The algorithm was tested by enumeration of intersection arrays of d.t.g. of valency 3 
and 4. It turns out that there are 12 graphs of valency 3 and 15 graphs of valency 4. So 
the result is in accordance with the known lists. Moreover for k = 4 two intersection arrays 
which were analyzed in [36] by special arguments are tested out by standard methods. 
Namely in the intersection array {4, 3, 2, 2; 1, 2, 2, 4} for s = 2, t = 1 we have am= 2. By 
Proposition 3.10 no d.r.g. with such array exists. For the intersection array {4, 3, 3, 1, 1; 
1, 1, 2, 3, 4} the conclusion of Proposition 2.7 does not hold since 1{5 = 27/2 is not integer. 
The runs of the algorithm for k = 5, 6 and 7 resulted in 16, 28 and 21 intersection 
arrays, respectively. For each such array by ad hoc arguments we have solved the problem 
of whether there are d.t.g.'s having such an array. It turns out that there are exactly 14, 
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21 and 14 d.t.g.'s of valency 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Only one of these graphs seems to 
be new. Most of the graphs are members of the following known infinite series. 
1. Graphs related to generalized polygons: For the values of k in question we have 
the following graphs. The projective planes of order 4 and 5. The generalized 4-gon 
related to the group B2(4) =Sp4(4). The halved graphs of the generalized 4-gon related 
to the group B2(2) =Sp4(2) =S6 , in this case .::1 1 is isomorphic to .::1 2 • Two nonisomorphic 
halved graphs of the generalized 6-gon related to the group Gz(2). The line graphs of the 
projective plane of order 3 and of the generalized 6-gon related to the group G2(3). 
2. The complete graphs: ~. K7 , K8 • 
3. The complete multipartite graphs: K55 , ~.6 , K7•7 , K2.2•2•2 , K3.3,3 • 
4. The complete bipartite graphs minus a matching: ~.6\6. K2 , K7.7\ 7. K2 , K8•8\8. K2 • 
5. The Paley graph: We have the graph over GF(13). Its automorphism group is 
isomorphic to the Frobenius group of degree 13 and of order 13 · 6. 
6. The Johnson graphs [13]: J(5, 2). 
7. The Hamming graphs [13]: H(2, 4), H(3, 3), H(5, 2), H(6, 2), H(7, 2). The graphs 
H(k, 2) are also known as k-dimensional cube and denoted by Qk. Qk is bipartite and 
antipodal. The derived graph is denoted by Ok [5]. The automorphism group of Ok is 
isomorphic to E2 k-l • Sk-the extension of the elementary abelian group of order 2k-l by 
the symmetric group Sk. We have: 0 5 , 0 6 , 0 7 • 
8. The odd graphs [13]: 0 5 , 0 6 , 0 7 • 
9. The double antipodal coverings of Ok [1, p. 314]: 2. 0 5 , 2. 0 6 , 2. 0 7 • 
10. Antipodal coverings r. K~c,k of the complete bipartite graphs, r divides k. Any d.r.g. 
r with the intersection array i ( r) = { k, k- 1, k - t, 1; 1, t, k- 1, k} is isomorphic to 
r. K~c,k> r = k/ t. Let V(r) = V1 u V2 be the partition of V(r). We construct the design 
S = (B, G u P) with B = V1-the set of points, G-the set of antipodal blocks contained 
in V1 , P-the sets of neighbours of vertices in V2 • It follows from the distance-regularity 
of r that S is a resolvable transversal design [22] RT(k, t, r). The parallel classes of 
proper blocks P in the design S are antipodal blocks contained in V2 • If p1 and p2 are 
blocks from different parallel classes of P then Ip1 n p2l= t. Conversely if S is resolvable 
transversal design RT(k, t, r), k= t· rand any two proper blocks from different parallel 
classes contain exactly t common point then there is r-fold antipodal covering of K~c,k· 
It is well known that the existence of RT(k, 1, k) is equivalent to the existence of a 
projective plane of order k. The relation between k. K~c,k and projective planes of order 
k was found by A. Gardiner [15]. We have 5. K5,5 , 7. K7•7 and the graph 3. ~.6 related 
to the RT(6, 2, 3) design [22]. The automorphism group of 3. ~.6 contains as a normal 
subgroup of index 4 the proper triple covering of ~-
11. Let V21+ 1( q) be vector space of dimension (21+ 1) over GF( q). The q-analog of 
2. 0 1+ 1 [1, p. 314] has the totality of 1- and (1 +i)-dimensional subs paces of V21+ 1(q) as 
the set of vertices. The vertices x and u are adjacent whenever either x contains u or u 
contains x. We have an example for 1= 2 and q = 2: 
d = 5, n = 310, i(r) = {7, 6, 6, 4, 4; 1, 1, 3, 3, 7}. 
12. The Levi graphs of 2-(v, k, A) designs with A> 1 and automorphism group acting 
doubly transitive on the set of points: There are four such designs for 5 ~ k ~ 7, having 
the parameters (11, 5, 2), (11, 6, 3), (16, 6, 2), (15, 7, 3) and automorphism groups isomor­
phic to PGL2(11), PGLz(ll), E16 • S5 , S8 , respectively. It is worth mentioning that the 
graph related to 2-(16, 6, 2) design is isomorphic to 0 6 • 
The graphs given in Table 1 are sporadic examples. 
Graph 2 in Table 1 is a 2-fold antipodal covering of 0 5 , different from Q5 • This graph 
has the following structure. Let D be dodecahedron. There are 10 tetrahedrons in D. The 
group A 5 < Aut(D) has two orbits R = {r;}i= 1 and L = g}j= 1 on these tetrahedrons. Define 
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TABLE 1 
Graph d n i(r) r 
3 12 {5, 2, 1; 1, 2, 5} Icosahedron 
2 4 32 {5,4,4,1;1,1,4,5} 2.05 
3 3 36 {5, 4, 2; 1, 1, 4} [3, p. 153] 
4 3 42 {6, 5, 1; 1, 1, 6} 6. K7 [15] 
5 4 45 {6, 4, 2, 1; 1, 1, 4, 6} Halved graph of the triple cover of 
Tutt's (3, 8)-cage [33] 
6 3 57 {6, 5, 2; 1, 1, 3} [5, p. 126] Aut(r) = PSLi19) 
7 2 50 {7,6;1,1} HoS, Hoffman-Singleton graph 
8 5 100 {7, 6, 6, 1, 1; 1, 1, 6, 6, 7} 2.HoS 
9 4 330 {7, 6, 4, 4; 1, 1, 1, 6} [5, p. 126] 
.10 8 990 {7, 6, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 6, 7} 
V(2. 0 5 ) = V(D) u R u Lu {M} u {N}. The vertex M is adjacent to the vertices from R 
and the vertex N is adjacent to the vertices from L. The vertices ~ E L and r; E R are 
adjacent to the vertices of corresponding tetrahedrons. Finally on V(D) we preserve the 
structure of the dodecahedron. The constructed graph is d.t.g. Its automorphism group 
is isomorphic to the extension of the extra-special group of order 25 by A5 • As is mentioned 
in [29], A. L. Wells Jr. constructed the graph 2. 0 5 independently. 
Graph 4 of Table 1 is the subgraph of graph 7 induced by the vertices at distance two 
from a fixed vertex. 
Graph 6 is known as the Perkel graph. 
Graph 9 is related to the Steiner system S(5, 8, 24). The vertices of the graph can be 
viewed as blocks of S(5, 8, 24) which do not pass through a fixed pair of points. Two 
blocks are adjacent whenever they are disjoint. This graph was constructed in [26] as a 
graph which is invariant under the action of M22 on cosets of its subgroup isomorphic 
to the extension of the elementary abelian group of order 8 by PSL3(2). The automorphism 
group of the graph is isomorphic to Aut(M22). 
Graph 10 is a 3-fold antipodal covering of the previous. It seems to be new. To construct 
this graph we use the proper triple covering of M22 • 
Let's consider the following presentation of M22 [11]. 
2M 22 =(a, b Ia = b4 = (ab )11 = (abab 2? = (ab(ab- 1) 2ab 2ab )2bab-' = 1). 
In this case H =(a, bab-'> is a subgroup of M22 such that [M22 : H] = 22. By the Todd­
Coxeter algorithm and the program complex described in [26] it was shown that F = 
(abab 2 , (bafab 2 ) is a maximal subgroup of M22 having index 330. 
The proper triple covering M22 of M22 h'as the following presentation: 
2M22 = (a, b, x,, x2 , x3 la = b4 = xf = 1; [a, x;] = [b, x;] = 1 for 1::;; j=s;3; 
(ab )11 = x,; (abab 2? = x2 ; (ab(ab-'?ab 2ab )2bab-' = x3) 
By the Todd-Coxeter algorithm of coset enumeration we have constructed the 
action of M22 on the cosets of the subgroup F. The received permutation group has the 
unique selfdual 2-orbit of degree 7 which is d.t.g. no. 10. The automorphism group of 
this graph contains M22 as a subgroup of index 2. 
It is proved in [8] that graphs 9 and 10 are characterized by their intersection arrays. 
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There are no d.t.g.'s with the intersection arrays shown in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
Graph d n i(r) References 
3 56 {5, 4, 3; 1, 1, 2} [5] 
2 4 176 {5, 4, 3, 3; 1, 1, 1, 2} [5] 
3 4 24 {6,5,3, 1; 1,3,5,6} 
4 3 35 {6,4, 1; 1, 1,6} 
5 4 52 {6, 5, 4, 3; 1, 2, 3, 6} 
6 4 72 {6, 5, 5, 1; 1, 1, 5, 6} [15], [21] 
7 4 162 {6, 5, 5, 4; 1, 1, 2, 6} 
8 3 24 {7, 4, 1; 1, 2, 7} 
9 3 44 {7, 6, 5; 1, 2, 7} [21] 
10 4 140 {7, 6, 6, 3; 1, 1, 4, 7} 
11 3 176 {7, 6, 6; 1, 1, 2} [5] 
12 7 352 {7, 6, 6, 5, 2, 1, 1; 1, 1, 2, 5, 6, 6, 7} 
13 8 660 {7,6,4,4,3,1,1,1; 1, 1,1,3,4,4,6,7} [8] 
14 6 686 {7, 6, 6, 5, 4, 3; 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7} 
It is worth mentioning that some intersection arrays in Table 2 correspond to d.r.g.'s. 
For example the partial geometry with parameters (6, 6, 2) described in [10] is a d.r.g. 
with intersection array no. 7. On the other hand, in the cases of nos 5, 6, 9, 13 no d.r.g. 
exists. 
Except for two halved graphs of the generalized 6-gon related to the group G2(2) there 
is at most one d.t.g. with any intersection array in question. 
The complete proofs of the nonexistence of d.t.g.'s with the intersection arrays given 
in Table 1 as well as the uniqueness proofs for the constructed d.t.g. will appear in 
forthcoming papers. These proofs are based on the following four methods. 
1. Direct construction. 
2. Usage of a characterization of d.r.g. by their intersection arrays [18, 23, 28, 40]. 
3. The calculation of the numbers of certain configurations of a possible graph as 
functions of intersection numbers [25]. 
4. A characterization of the automorphism group ofa d.t.g. with given intersection array. 
Since the number of configurations is integer in the third method we get either a 
contradiction or receive some additional information about a graph. 
In the last method we consider only the graphs r with primitive action of the automor­
phism group on the vertex set. The distance-transitivity of r and propositions 4.1, 4.5 
enable to receive an upper and a lower bounds for the order of Aut(F). It is well known 
that a minimal normal subgroup of a primitive permutation group is either elementary 
abelian or isomorphic to a direct product of an isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. 
In the first case Aut(F) is a subgroup of an affine group. In the second case for 
characterization of Aut(F) we use the classification of finite simple groups with Sylow 
2-subgroup of order less than 210 [2]. 
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